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CUSTOMS VALUATION

Addendum

1. At its meeting in lay 1975, the Sub--Group "'Customs Matters" aGreed "that
participants should transmit to the GATT secretariat in writing by 15 September 1975
specifyic suggestions, accompanied by notes explaining the objectives ol these
suggestions, for the elements that they wished to have included in any new set of
international rules on customs valuation to be adopted in the context, of the Yulti-
lateral Trade Negotiati.ns" (ITN/NTW4, paragraph 6 and GCTT/Ah/1189),

2. This agreaeont was confirmed at the October 1975 meetingn of the Sub--Group. The
Sub--Group also agreed that the written subnissions contained in MTN/NTWW/2O and
addenda would, inter alia, constitute tha basis for the discussion at its next meeting.

3. At its reacting in March 1976 the Sub-Grcup invited doelegsations to submit any
additional comments they wished to have included in a workicin- paper to be prepared by
the secretariat, containing a. checklist of issues raised auid of possible elements that
may be included in any nlw sot of international rules or principles on customs valua-n
tion to be adopted in thd context cf the Multilatoral Trade Negotiations (MTNINTWV13
parag-:,raph, 8).

4, A communication from the Nordic countries has be-en received which supplements
their provizus communication reproduced in I1N/IJT4/WI/20 wgeg 2.

Neutratly.

Th' system- of valuation should bt neutral in its effect and in no case be used as
a disguised neans of proviCing addition;21 prot;:tection by rtificially increasing the
value to which tho :rato of duty is to applied.
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Non-discriminatroy application

The system of valuation should be of' general application without distinction
as between sources of supply...

Relaticn with anti-duMra

Thu system of valuation should not be used to combat dumping.

Under-valuation

The system of' valuation should protect trade against unfair competition
arising from- under-valuation.

Co.nsistLnc_ with commercial practices
Documents available in co-untryf iMportatio

The detormination of customs value should be based to the greatest possible
degree on commercial documents which are available in the country of importation
and relate to the imported goods.

Si ~picit
Fairnessad equitV

Dultiable value should be based on equitable and simple principles which do
not cut across commercial practice.

Quick clearance oLfoods

The system of' valuation should reduce formalities to la minunm The
procedure of' customs valuation should be as speedy as possible and not prevent the
quick clearance of goods.

Precision and. -orcdictabilit~

To minimize differences in interpretation anrd to enable traders to estimate,
in advance, the value of their goods for customs purposes, the legal and adrminis-
trative provisions concerning customs valuation should be sufficiently clear and
precise.

Business secret

The system of' valuation and its practical application should take into
account the need to safeguard business secrets.
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Publication of laws, relations and administrative decisions

The legal and administrative provisions concerning customs valuation as well
as principles emerging from appeal cases shall be published.

Definition of-value for customs osa;Price

The value for customs purposes is the price at which the goods are sold or
would be sold with a view to importation into the country of importation in the
ordinary course. of. trade under fully competitive conditions between a buyer and
a seller independent of each other, whero that price is the sole consideration.

Time

The moment for the valuation of goods should be the time, when the goods
are cleared for home use. However, this would'not always be in conformity with
commercial practice ausd realities. Contracts are generally made some time before
that moment and account should therefore be taken of the time normally required,
for executing the contract.

Place

As regards the apportionment of delivery costs the place of introduction
into the country of importation should be the place to be taken into consideration
for this purpose.

Comercial levol

The system of valuation should accept prices applicable at different trade
levels and thus respect commercial practice.

Quantities

Valuation should be related to the actual quantity of goods being imported
with all due allowance being made for a certain flexibility in treatment where
it is necessary to bringin a purchased quantity in split consignments,

jupstment of valu2-netarast ascertainable equivalent

When the value for customs purposes cannot be determined on the basis of
the price paid or payable by the importer or on the price made by the seller to
other buyers in the country of importation for identical or, failing this,
similar goods, the dutiable value should be ascertained from information available
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in the country of importation concerning the imported goods, such as the price
made on sales of the imported goods, rentals if the goods are supplied on hire or
lease, value shown in the balance sheet as an asset,,

Non-am's len tansaction

When an imported merchandise is not sold under fully competitive conditions,
the fact itself should not entitle tc an automatic inDrease of the invoice price
for the purpose of customs valuation. In the First instance, the customs adminis-
tration should examine if and to what extent the invoice price is influenced by
the existence of non-armts length conditions (transactions between a buyer and a
seller not being independent of each other); only in cases where such an
influence is determined, the invoice price can be adjusted to correspond to the
value for customs purposes.

Price of goods in the domestic market of the importingcoimtry
Price of goods in the domestic market of ion counry
Price to other countries
Agbitravy and ffictitious values

The value for customs purposes shall. not be based on the price of goods in
the domestic market of the co'.,ntry of exportation, nor on the price of goods in
the domestic market of the country of importation, nor on the price made to
countries other than the country of importation, nor on the concept of minimum
value, nor on arbitrary or fictitious values.

Declaration of iI~n orter

The importer shall be made responsible for the accuracy of his customs
valuation declaration,

plManationby custom sauthrtie'eQuea t ala it of needed
information to omr ers anld tf customs officials

On the request of an importer or an exporter the customs administration shall
explain in advance the general principles and practices for the calculation of
value for customs purposes so that traders can estimate with a reasonable degree
of certainty the value of their goods for customs purposes.

The customs administration shall explain to the importer or exporter, on
his request, how the customs value has been calculated for his goods, particularly
in cases where the invoice price is not acceptable, provided the confidentiality
of business secrets is safeguarded.

Lpca" d _rarqdurq.§es

J12 countries should have an appeal procedure, which includes a body
independent of the customs administration.


